ISSI
A modular kitchen cabinet for the ICFF
Create an exhibition of furniture for a live-and-work environment
CAD Iteration
“I want a cabinet that flexibly conforms to my needs and habits”
ISSI Cabinet: A Modular System

Create the kitchen space that fits your needs out of four basic modular parts.

ISSI CABINET
The ISSI Cabinet is made out of 4 basic modular parts that can be arranged and combined in a vast variety of set-ups. There is also a multi-purpose divider piece that can be moved and rotated to further customize the furniture. Once you have used these building blocks to create the space that best fits your needs, you can freely attach drawers, cabinet doors, and hanging rods precisely where you want them.

Add drawers, shelves, bars, space dividers, and doors precisely where you want them.

Pair the ISSI Cabinet System with the NotTube storage rack and the Hannah trash receptacle.
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